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Tiger Woods - Lawrence J.
Londino 2006
Describes the life and career of
the African-American golf
prodigy, giving information on
his early life, the influence of
his parents, and the
relationship between celebrity
and the media.
Library Journal - Melvil
Dewey 1969
Includes, beginning Sept. 15,
1954 (and on the 15th of each
month, Sept.-May) a special
section: School library journal,
bill-russell-a-biography-greenwood-biographies

ISSN 0000-0035, (called Junior
libraries, 1954-May 1961). Also
issued separately.
Books in Print - 1995
The Leakeys - Mary BowmanKruhm 2005
A biography of three
generations of the Leakey
family of paleo-anthropologists
recounts the personal lives of
the Leakeys and describes
their discoveries, publications,
and impact on our
understanding of human
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origins and evolution.
Muhammad Ali - Anthony O.
Edmonds 2006
Presents the life of the
American boxer, chronicling
his rise as a young amateur
fighter and Olympic medalist,
his refusal to serve in the army
during the Vietnam conflict, his
championship bouts, and his
battle against Parkinson's
disease.
Birth of the Bill of Rights:
Biographies - Jon L. Wakelyn
2004
Presents profiles and writings
of prominent Antifederalists,
including Samuel Adams,
Mercy Otis Warren, and James
Monroe.
Flannery O'Connor - Melissa
Simpson 2005
Presents the life of the
Southern novelist, who wrote
two influential novels and a
collection of short stories
before her early death at the
age of thirty-nine.
Encyclopedia of Great
Popular Song Recordings Steve Sullivan 2017-05-17
This masterful survey covers all
genres of popular music, from
pop, rock, soul, and country to
bill-russell-a-biography-greenwood-biographies

jazz, blues, classic vocals, hiphop, folk, gospel, and
ethnic/world music. Collectors
will find detailed
discographical data while
music lovers will appreciate
the detailed commentaries and
deep research on the songs,
their recording, and the artists.
Elgin Baylor - Bijan C. Bayne
2015-08-13
NBA Hall of Fame player Elgin
Baylor was an innovator in his
sport, a civil rights trailblazer,
and a true superstar. He
influenced future NBA All Stars
such as Michael Jordan and
Kobe Bryant, and is considered
by many to be one of the most
important players in NBA
history. A prolific scorer who
baffled opponents with his
twists and turns and inventive
moves, Baylor was a force both
on and off the court for the
Minneapolis and Los Angeles
Lakers. In Elgin Baylor: The
Man Who Changed Basketball,
Bijan C. Bayne tells the story of
how a kid from the streets of
segregated Washington, DC,
who didn’t attend college until
he was over twenty,
revolutionized basketball and
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stood up for his rights. In a
time when few nationally
prominent black athletes spoke
out about racial inequality in
the United States, Baylor
refused to tolerate
discrimination. On the court,
with his balletic moves and
urban style of play, Elgin
Baylor lifted the game of
basketball off the floor and into
the air. Elgin Baylor: The Man
Who Changed Basketball
includes personal reflections
from Baylor’s old schoolyard
companions, former
teammates, players he coached
in the NBA, and noted sports
journalists, bringing to life his
childhood, college career, and
professional life with intimate
detail. Basketball fans,
historians, and those interested
in the impact of sports on the
Civil Rights Movement will all
find this first-ever biography of
Elgin Baylor both fascinating
and inspirational.
The Business of Being Buffalo
Bill - Buffalo Bill 1988
The Business of Being Buffalo
Bill provides new insight into a
colorful figure in American
history. William F. Cody was
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interested in developing the
American West through
irrigation, transportation, and
settlement. He invested heavily
in development projects such
as mining, newspapers, and an
entire town, Cody, Wyoming. In
his correspondence, Cody
discussed his various failures
and successes, talked of
personal problems, and spoke
of his longing to end his show
business career and retire to
the West he loved. These
candid letters present a unique
view of Buffalo Bill as a man of
many interests and
enthusiasms. Containing
previously unpublished
correspondence between Cody
and his business partners,
relations, and friends, this
volume examines Cody's
business endeavors and his
personal relationships.
America, History and Life 2005
Article abstracts and citations
of reviews and dissertations
covering the United States and
Canada.
Wilt, 1962 - Gary M.
Pomerantz 2010-06-02
On the night of March 2, 1962,
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in Hershey, Pennsylvania, right
up the street from the
chocolate factory, Wilt
Chamberlain, a young and
striking athlete celebrated as
the Big Dipper, scored one
hundred points in a game
against the New York
Knickerbockers. As historic and
revolutionary as the
achievement was, it remains
shrouded in myth. The game
was not televised; no New York
sportswriters showed up; and a
fourteen-year-old local boy ran
onto the court when
Chamberlain scored his
hundredth point, shook his
hand, and then ran off with the
basketball. In telling the story
of this remarkable night,
author Gary M. Pomerantz
brings to life a lost world of
American sports. In 1962, the
National Basketball
Association, stepchild to the
college game, was searching
for its identity. Its teams were
mostly white, the number of
black players limited by an
unspoken quota. Games were
played in drafty, half-filled
arenas, and the players
traveled on buses and trains,
bill-russell-a-biography-greenwood-biographies

telling tall tales, playing cards,
and sometimes reading Joyce.
Into this scene stepped the
unprecedented Wilt
Chamberlain: strong and quickwitted, voluble and enigmatic,
a seven-footer who played with
a colossal will and a dancer’s
grace. That strength, will,
grace, and mystery were never
more in focus than on March 2,
1962. Pomerantz tracked down
Knicks and Philadelphia
Warriors, fans, journalists,
team officials, other NBA stars
of the era, and basketball
historians, conducting more
than 250 interviews in all, to
recreate in painstaking detail
the game that announced the
Dipper’s greatness. He brings
us to Hershey, Pennsylvania, a
sweet-seeming model of the
gentle, homogeneous smalltown America that was fast
becoming anachronistic. We
see the fans and players,
alternately fascinated and
confused by Wilt, drawn
anxiously into the spectacle.
Pomerantz portrays the other
legendary figures in this story:
the Warriors’ elegant coach
Frank McGuire; the beloved, if
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rumpled, team owner Eddie
Gottlieb; and the irreverent
p.a. announcer Dave “the Zink”
Zinkoff, who handed out free
salamis courtside. At the heart
of the book is the self-made
Chamberlain, a romantic
cosmopolitan who owned a
nightclub in Harlem and
shrugged off segregation with
a bebop cool but harbored
every slight deep in his psyche.
March 2, 1962, presented the
awesome sight of Wilt
Chamberlain imposing himself
on a world that would diminish
him. Wilt, 1962 is not only the
dramatic story of a singular
basketball game but a
meditation on small towns,
midcentury America, and one
of the most intriguing figures
in the pantheon of sports
heroes. Also available as a
Random House AudioBook
F. Scott Fitzgerald - Edward
J. Rielly 2005
Profiles the life and literary
career of the American
novelist, author of "The Great
Gatsby" and "Tender is the
Night."
African-American Sports
Greats - David L. Porter
bill-russell-a-biography-greenwood-biographies

1995-01-01
Presents personal and
professional profiles of over
one hundred sixty African
American athletes representing
eleven sports
Chuck Noll - Michael
MacCambridge 2017-03-31
Chuck Noll won four Super
Bowls and presided over one of
the greatest football dynasties
in history, the Pittsburgh
Steelers of the ‘70s. Later
inducted into the Pro Football
Hall of Fame, his achievements
as a competitor and a coach
are the stuff of legend. But Noll
always remained an intensely
private and introspective man,
never revealing much of
himself as a person or as a
coach, not even to the players
and fans who revered him.
Chuck Noll did not need a
dramatic public profile to be
the catalyst for one of the
greatest transformations in
sports history. In the nearly
four decades before he was
hired, the Pittsburgh Steelers
were the least successful team
in professional football, never
winning so much as a division
title. After Noll’s arrival, his
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quiet but steely leadership
quickly remolded the team into
the most accomplished in the
history of professional football.
And what he built endured well
beyond his time with the
Steelers – who have remained
one of America’s great NFL
teams, accumulating a total of
six Super Bowls, eight AFC
championships, and dozens of
division titles and playoff
berths. In this penetrating
biography, based on deep
research and hundreds of
interviews, Michael
MacCambridge takes the
measure of the man, painting
an intimate portrait of one of
the most important figures in
American football history. He
traces Noll’s journey from a
Depression-era childhood in
Cleveland, where he first
played the game in a fully
integrated neighborhood
league led by an AfricanAmerican coach and then
seriously pursued the sport
through high school and
college. Eventually, Noll played
both defensive and offensive
positions professionally for the
Browns, before discovering
bill-russell-a-biography-greenwood-biographies

that his true calling was
coaching. MacCambridge
reveals that Noll secretly
struggled with and overcame
epilepsy to build the career
that earned him his place as
“the Emperor” of Pittsburgh
during the Steelers’ dynastic
run in the 1970s, while in his
final years, he battled
Alzheimer’s in the shelter of his
caring and protective family.
Noll’s impact went well beyond
one football team. When he
arrived, the city of steel was
facing a deep crisis, as the
dramatic decline of
Pittsburgh’s lifeblood industry
traumatized an entire
generation. “Losing,” Noll said
on his first day on the job, “has
nothing to do with geography.”
Through his calm, confident
leadership of the Steelers and
the success they achieved, the
people of Pittsburgh came to
believe that winning was
possible, and their recovery of
confidence owed a lot to the
Steeler’s new coach. The
famous urban renaissance that
followed can only be
understood by grasping what
Noll and his team meant to the
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people of the city. The man
Pittsburghers could never fully
know helped them see
themselves better. Chuck Noll:
His Life’s Work tells the story
of a private man in a very
public job. It explores the
family ties that built his
character, the challenges that
defined his course, and the love
story that shaped his life. By
understanding the man
himself, we can at last clearly
see Noll’s profound influence
on the city, players, coaches,
and game he loved. They are
all, in a real sense, heirs to the
football team Chuck Noll built.
The Oxford History of the
Prison - Norval Morris 1998
Ranging from ancient times to
the present, a survey of the
evolution of the prison explores
its relationship to the history of
Western criminal law and
offers a look at the social world
of prisoners over the centuries
The Biography Book - Daniel
S. Burt 2001
Contains alphabetically
arranged entries that identify
and assess the biographical
materials available on over five
hundred notable historical
bill-russell-a-biography-greenwood-biographies

figures, listing autobiography
and primary sources,
recommended biographies and
juvenile biographies, other
biographical studies,
biographical novels, fictional
portraits, and biographical
films and theatrical
adaptations.
Music in American Life: An
Encyclopedia of the Songs,
Styles, Stars, and Stories that
Shaped our Culture [4
volumes] - Jacqueline
Edmondson Ph.D. 2013-10-03
A fascinating exploration of the
relationship between American
culture and music as defined
by musicians, scholars, and
critics from around the world.
Biography Index - Bea Joseph
1991
A cumulative index to
biographical material in books
and magazines.
Bill Russell - Murry R. Nelson
2005
Presents the life and
accomplishments of the
celebrated basketball player,
who won eleven NBA
championships, and who was
the first African American to
coach in the NBA and to be
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elected to the Basketball Hall
of Fame.
The Columbia Guide to African
American History Since 1939 Robert L Harris Jr. 2006-06-27
This book is a multifaceted
approach to understanding the
central developments in
African American history since
1939. It combines a historical
overview of key personalities
and movements with essays by
leading scholars on specific
facets of the African American
experience, a chronology of
events, and a guide to further
study. Marian Anderson's
famous 1939 concert in front of
the Lincoln Memorial was a
watershed moment in the
struggle for racial justice.
Beginning with this event, the
editors chart the historical
efforts of African Americans to
address racism and inequality.
They explore the rise of the
Civil Rights and Black Power
movements and the national
and international contexts that
shaped their ideologies and
methods; consider how
changes in immigration
patterns have complicated the
conventional "black/white"
bill-russell-a-biography-greenwood-biographies

dichotomy in U.S. society;
discuss the often uneasy
coexistence between a growing
African American middle class
and a persistent and sizable
underclass; and address the
complexity of the contemporary
African American experience.
Contributors consider specific
issues in African American life,
including the effects of the
postindustrial economy and the
influence of music, military
service, sports, literature,
culture, business, and the
politics of self-designation,
e.g.,"Colored" vs. "Negro,"
"Black" vs. "African American".
While emphasizing political
and social developments, this
volume also illuminates
important economic, military,
and cultural themes. An
invaluable resource, The
Columbia Guide to African
American History Since 1939
provides a thorough
understanding of a crucial
historical period.
Biographical Books,
1950-1980 - R.R. Bowker
Company. Department of
Bibliography 1980
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Educator's Companion to
Children's Literature: Folklore,
contemporary realistic fiction,
fantasy, biographies, and tales
from here and there - Sharron
L. McElmeel 1995
Includes chapters for folklore,
contemporary fiction, fantasy,
biographies, and tales from
around the world, and suggests
classroom and library activities
to accompany them
Encyclopedia of American
Humorists - Steven H. Gale
2016-04-14
First published in 1988, this
book contains entries on
famous American Humorists.
Humor has been present in
American literature, from the
beginning, and has developed
characteristics that reflect the
American character, both
regional and national. Although
American literature was, in the
past, treated as inferior to
British literature, there has
always been a large popular
audience for the genre, which
this book shows. The figures
with entries in this
encyclopedia not only amuse in
their writing, but also aim to
enlighten- setting out to expose
bill-russell-a-biography-greenwood-biographies

the foibles and foolishness of
society and the individuals who
compose it. It is the manner in
which these authors try to
accomplish this end that
determines whether they
appear in the volume. Indeed,
the book will demonstrate that
the best humor has at its base,
a ready understanding of
human nature.
Canadian Books in Print.
Author and Title Index 1975
American Book Publishing
Record - 2005
Saddam Hussein - Shiva
Balaghi 2006
Traces the dictator's life from
his difficult childhood and
teenage years, through his rise
to power, to the overthrow of
his regime.
Library Journal - 1972-04
MultiCultural Review - 2007
Canadiana - 1978
Black Athletes in the United
States - 1981
Product information not
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Jane Goodall - Meg Greene
2005
A biography on the life, career,
and views of one of today's
best-known scientists traces
Goodall's path from an early
fascination with animals to her
landmark, but controversial,
studies of chimps in the wild
and conservation efforts.
Sports - Robert J. Higgs 1982
"[A] useful, lucid, intelligent
contribution to sports
scholarship." Journal of Sport
History
Vernon Can Read! - Vernon
Jordan 2009-06-17
As a young college student in
Atlanta, Vernon E. Jordan, Jr.
had a summer job driving a
white banker around town.
During the man’s postluncheon siestas, Jordan
passed the time reading books,
a fact that astounded his boss.
“Vernon can read!” the man
exclaimed to his relatives.
Nearly fifty years later, Vernon
Jordan, now a senior executive
at Lazard Freres, long-time
civil rights leader, adviser and
close friend to presidents and
business leaders and one of the
bill-russell-a-biography-greenwood-biographies

most charismatic figures in
America, has written an
unforgettable book about his
life and times. The story of
Vernon Jordan’s life
encompasses the sweeping
struggles, changes, and
dangers of African-American
life in the civil rights revolution
of the second half of the
twentieth century.
Venus and Serena Williams Jacqueline Edmondson 2005
Traces the lives and tennis
careers of Venus and Serena
Williams, sisters who turned
professional as teenagers and
rose to the top of women's
tennis while maintaining a
strong family bond.
Arthur Ashe - Richard Steins
2005
Presents the life and
accomplishments of the African
American athlete and social
activist who overcame racial
prejudices and segregation to
break into the world of tennis.
Resting Places - Scott Wilson
2016-08-22
In its third edition, this massive
reference work lists the final
resting places of more than
14,000 people from a wide
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range of fields, including
politics, the military, the arts,
crime, sports and popular
culture. Many entries are new
to this edition. Each listing
provides birth and death dates,
a brief summary of the
subject's claim to fame and
their burial site location or as
much as is known. Grave
location within a cemetery is
provided in many cases, as well
as places of cremation and
sites where ashes were
scattered. Source information
is provided.
Choice - 2006
Motion Picture Biographies John Cones 2015-04-01
Hollywood movies are famous
for promoting negative
stereotypes of all kinds,
especially against minorities,
women, Southerners, and
Christians. To what extent are
biographical films selected for
production according to certain
biases, conscious or
unconscious, among the
Hollywood elite? An expert on
the U.S. film industry gives
readers brief synopses of
Hollywood biopics produced
bill-russell-a-biography-greenwood-biographies

and/ or released from 1912
through 1994. This survey
provides the basis for
discussion and analysis.
Tracking these one-sided
depictions over a longer period
of time, the patterns of bias and the source of the problem become more clear. The
problem appears to be that
most of the people who have
green-light authority in the
U.S. film industry - for either
the production and/or
distribution of a motion picture
- share a common
ethnic/religious/cultural
background. Thus, the stories
of their own cohort and those
of all other ethnic, religious
and/or cultural groups (whose
members seldom achieve
positions of power in
Hollywood) are being filtered
through the cultural
sensibilities of a single group.
John Cones suggests that the
solution could lie in increasing
diversity at the highest levels
in the U.S. film industry.
Cesar Chavez - Roger Bruns
2005
Traces the life and
accomplishments of the
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founder of the United Farm
Workers of America, Cesar
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Chavez, discussing his
nonviolent fight for migrant
farm workers.
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